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Resu Its/Benefits:

After a round of multipurpose
workshops were held, a comprehensive
list of actions pertaining to software,
process and organization was created.
Each line item was categorized, estimated,
and prioritized, which became the
foundation for the schedule.
Key deliverables included an executive
summary, maintenance management
playbook, and a resource-leveled
five-year plan. The executive summary
identified the top three

The five-year plan identifies action,
links inputs to outputs, and serves as
a reference guide for changing
requirements. It is also a roadmap for
the region, allowing them to make
more confident, cost effective
decisions.

"Co�esive P.rovided a
maintenali1ce managemer;it

that
uses dailY,."
- Ro� Huetl

Solutions Used:
- Maximo Consulting Services
- Change Management

About Cohesive Solutions, Inc.

Cohesive Solutions, Inc., is a specialist in Enterprise Asset Management and
Performance Management. As a certified I BM Maximo Business Partner, we provide
systems integration and transformation services that enable organizations to
achieve breakthrough results in their asset management programs. Cohesive also
delivers a unique Enterprise Performance Management solution that unlocks an
organization's hidden potential, so they can achieve and sustain the long-term
objectives that they seek in reliability, regulatory compliance, and organizational
performance and profitability.
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